Baby Lock Wish List for
Ovation
Standard Foot
MO-36K11

Beading Foot
B5002-04A-C-E

Blind Hemming Foot
B5002S06A-E

Clear Foot
B5002S14B-E

Coverstitch foot
B5002S10B-E

Curve foot
M0-36034

Elasticating Foot
B5002S09A-E

Gathering Foot
B5002S07A-E

Flat Sole Foot
M0-36K05

This is the foot that comes with the machine, it
has a groove under the foot which is perfect for
gathering a single layer of fabric and 3 tape
guides, a 6mm guide for overlocking only, a
9mm guide for coverstitch and a 14mm which
will feed to either sets of needles.
Guide foot for attaching beads, sequins and
overlocking ribbons.
This foot is used for blind hemming, also a
great guide foot for rolled hem pintucks.
Constructed of durable plastic enables the work
to be viewed all the way to the needles. Can
be used for all overlocking stitches, cover stitch
and chain stitch.
A narrow foot with an allowance for coverstitch
needles only. It is particularly beneficial when
working with stretchy fabrics.
The Curve Foot is shorter than the standard
foot and has a flat sole. This makes it a good
choice for stitching curves, it is perfect for
using with decorative coverstitch and chain
stitch. Its shorter length is also a benefit for
sewing around cuffs and necklines.
Stretches the elastic being inserted and holds it
in the correct position to be overlocked, for
perfect elastic every time. Also is a cording
foot, has the allowance for fishing line, wire etc
to be overlocked or rolled hemmed over.
This is a time saving foot, gathering one layer
of fabric while attaching to another- frills in half
the time! The ratio of fabric can be determined
by the differential feed setting.
From the top it looks like the standard foot, the
underside of the foot is completely flat (no
groove). Is a benefit when crossing intersecting
seams and working with bulky fabrics such as
fleece, these can 'play up' under the groove of
the standard foot.
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Lace Foot
B5002S08A-E

Pintucking Foot
B5002-06A-C-E

Piping Foot 3mm
B5002-11A-C-E

Piping Foot 5mm
B5002-05A-C-E

Open Toe Foot
B5002T20A

Teflon Foot
B5002T21A

Accessory Pack for 8
thread machines only
A-6TA8

Fabric Guide
M0-70A09

A guide on the front of the foot protects the
fabrics and trims from being cut by the blade
while the fabric underneath can still be
trimmed. Perfect for heirloom and achieving a
1/4" seam for patchwork. Can also be used as
a guide foot on coverstitch.
Forms beautiful pintucks using narrow
coverstitch, has two attachments for both flat
& corded pintucks.
The 3mm piping foot has a narrow chanel
running the length of the foot which enables
the piping to be overlocked into the seam
perfectly, can also be used to make piping
using chain stitch in C3 position. For narrow
cord only.
The 5mm piping foot is similar to the 3mm
piping foot but used for thicker cord such as
upholstery. Used for zip insertion also.
Can be used on coverstitch using needles C2
and C3.
The wide opening in the front of this foot
makes it perfect for projects which require
extra visibility, i.e. decorative coverstitching or
aligning stitching lines on hems
The teflon coating on the base of this foot is
perfect when working with sticky surfaces such
as vinyl, faux leather, plastic and laminated
fabrics. It also slides smoothly on heavy
fabrics like denim and fleece when stitching
multiple layers.
A pack of 6 feet including beading, blind hem,
gathering, elastic, 5mm piping and lace.

A benefit when hemming using all versions of
coverstitch to achieve a straight hem. It is
fully adjustable with a sliding lockable guide to
a distance of 130mm (5 1/4").
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Belt Loop Folder
B0421S12AE 19mm
B0421S11A-E 38mm

Bias Binder
Double Fold
B0421S03A-E 28mm
B0421S02A-E 36mm

Bias Binder
Single Fold
B0421S04A-E 28mm
B0421S05A-E 40mm

Plain Hemmer
B0421S07A-E 6mm
B0421S06A-E 12mm

Single Downturn
Feller
B0421S10A-E 6mm
B0421S08A-E 16mm
B0421S09AE 25mm

4 Hole Flat Bed
Table
MO-01K21

Knit Binder
D13-04-08E 8mm
D13-04-10E 10mm
D13-04-15E
15mm

Quilt Guide
BLES8-QG

This folder folds the raw edges of a bias strip
under to meet in the centre, a triple or wide
coverstitch is used to stitch the belt loop. Also
great to create straps for bathers, bags, tops
etc. Available in two sizes - 19mm and 38mm.
Folds bias strip of fabric on the top and the
bottom, wraps around the raw edge of the
fabric and uses the coverstitch or chain stitch
to attach the binding to the fabric. Avaliable in
two sizes - 28mm and 36mm.
Folds the top of the bias strip only while
keeping the bottom flat, uses a wide or triple
coverstitch only. Available in two sizes - 28mm
and 40mm.
This accessory creates a folded edge on the top
of your work, the needle stitching is on the
folded edge and the chain stitch or reverse
cover stitch is underneath.

Folds the fabric underneath to form the perfect
hem for coverstitch available in 3 sizes - 6mm,
16mm and 25mm.

This table is only a requirement for the knit
binders, the Ovation comes with a 2 hole table
which will hold all other accessories.

These are a double fold binder which attach to
the two front holes of the 4 hole flat bed table
to self bind knits professionally

This attachment is perfect when using your
ovation to quilt or for straight stitching lines of
decorative cover stitch and chain stitch.
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Trim Bin
900N

Clear Extension
Table
CT-5

Ovation
Instructional DVD
DVDOV

A tray which sits under the overlocker, catching
all the scraps which are trimmed during
overlocking.
A must have accessory for those who have
purchased the Ovation to sew larger projects.
An Ovation sewing extension table fits the
machine perfectly , helps when stitching large
pieces and with the ability to overlock or
coverstitch a perfect circle, makes any sewing
a breeze. *please note cannot be used in
conjunction with a trim bin
A lesson at home at any time of the day, this
comprehensive DVD takes you through the
machine from setting it up through all the basic
stitches. There are many hints and tips and
inspirational samples shown as well.
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